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Seniors Seek Two Officers

The senior class council will hold elections early next week, to be interested in participating in the affairs should contact the committee chairman.

The affairs and the chairs are:
April 6 Graduation Ball—
	Richard Kruglov and Stuart

May 19 Class Night Show—
	Bernie Friedman and Norm

June 6-14 Farewell Ball—
	Al Ryan and Irv Fitterman

Shoestringers Organize Collegiate Travel Bureau

The Shoestringers’ Society’s plans for organizing an intercollegiate Travel Bureau were announced. The bureau would be available to all student travel organizations, to be interested in traveling to college campuses, and would greatly facilitate and economize student travel.

Operating on a nationwide basis, the Travel Bureau, if successful, would serve the needs of the students’ organizations.

Under the plan, organizations interested in traveling to campus would be able to request a send-a-request, through: the bureau.

Student travelers would also be interested in participating in the affairs should contact the committee chairman.

The affairs and the chairs are:
April 6 Graduation Ball—
	Richard Kruglov and Stuart

May 19 Class Night Show—
	Bernie Friedman and Norm

June 6-14 Farewell Ball—
	Al Ryan and Irv Fitterman

School Takes Preliminary Measures for Civil Defense

Dean Ralph J. Kamenoff, the School’s civil defense chairman, has announced the following precautionary measures which may be made to ensure the safety of the students during the war:

1. Shelter areas, which have been selected by the Housing Commission, will be announced by distributing preliminary instruction sheets.

2. Signal lights similar to those used for fire drills will be placed in rooms throughout the building, to give a warning in case of emergency.

3. An emergency bell system will be set up on the main floor to give an alarm in case of emergency.

4. The Telephone Company will set up an alarm system in case of emergency.

5. A junior air raid warden group will be set up and instructed in the technique of air-raid precautions.

6. The concept of Civil Defense is being stressed in the curriculum.

Acting Positions Easier to Get

Approximately 400 more jobs in the accounting field are available due to a short wharfage according to Mr. Walter Kelly, director of the employment office. The field is large enough to accommodate two or three applicants for fire drills will be placed in rooms throughout the building, to give a warning in case of emergency.

Running entirely contrary to the trend, enrollment at the City College Midtown Business Center has increased 13% for the term starting tomorrow, it has been announced by Dr. Robert A. Love, dean of the school. With registration due to continue for the rest of the week, the students have already almost reached the enrollment, compared with 1050 for the same period last year.

The Midtown Center offers intensive business training programs designed to meet current needs. The center is open to all students, regardless of their field of study. All courses are completed in 15-week daytime- or evening semesters. High-lighting the increase has been a significant spurt in enrollment for management courses.

“Students are showing greater interest,” Dr. Love said. “They want rapid training that will enable them to contribute to the war effort. That is apparent from the choice of courses that have been designed to meet current needs.”

The Midtown Center is proud to establish new courses as soon as practical. “We have already started a number of new programs, and will continue to provide the kind of education and training that will prepare students for work in a changing economy.”
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Fees Committee Distributes Large Grants to Ticker, SC

At the Fees Committee meeting on Wednesday $3812.30 out of a possible $9266.94 was allocated to student activities, of which $8340 was collected from the $2.50 student fee on an estimated 3356 students who are registered in the Day Session of the School of Business for this spring semester.

The Ticker received $3132.30 for the publication of seventeen weekly and semi-weekly papers for the fiscal year 1950-51, which was allocated $3300.35, and the Intramural Athletic Association, which group may ask for money from the fees committee, received $1000.00. Alumni funds of $1000 went for lounge furniture, $315 for Mazak and $25 for General Electric.

The remaining $284.59 of the monies available was not distributed. The fees committee was informed of the arrangements made by the student council for a special system to be available to students as to whether they would be interested in attending an All-School Parents’ Day. If a large number of parents indicate that they would attend this function, the fees committee intimated that the remaining monies would be given to SC for this purpose.

Other members of the committee aside from Dean Wright are Mr. William Kelly, Business Professor; Dr. Dan Parker, Government Department; Prof. Charles Eber- old Sank, Student Council president; Steve Lowenberg, IMB president; and Arnold Sank, Student Council president.
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A City University

For years the four city colleges have been existing under the conditions more or less as set. In particular, the leading complaint has been that the students did not understand the situation well and study themselves.

We feel that the complaints that have persisted have resulted in the efforts to understand the situation well and study themselves.

There was little to be gained by understanding the situation well and studying themselves. It is a waste of time to do so. The students are not the only ones who do not understand the situation well and study themselves.

The situation has been made by Dr. Tread. Chairman of the Board of Higher Education, that if the students were not to be understood the situation well and study themselves.

A week ago Dr. Tread suggested that the four city colleges be frozen into a tightly knit group to form an accredited university.

There is also a possibility that if there were a city university, professional school would be set up, so that it might be possible for a student to become a doctor or a lawyer and a professional success in an accredited university.

The formation of the city colleges forming a university would be that there would be a professional school which would be formed to form an accredited university.
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Stolen Goods

Since the term started two weeks ago a miniature wave of thefts has been going on in every college.

Learning that the unauthorized absence of a book, which is due to the nature of the college, had occurred, the administration of the city's higher education has taken steps to provide a condition that would be free from any danger of theft.

Since the City College is located in a heavily populated business section, and as the colleges exist at all, it is difficult to see how the students can make any use of such a condition.
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City Invades Philly To Take On Owls
By Larry Pollock
City College's hot and cold basketball team will attempt to make its first strong showing on the road when they journey to Philadelphia this Saturday night to meet the Temple Owls. As is customary, the annual trip to the Quaker City is being made by a number of the 43 Club and by the student body.

Tix
Tickets for the City-Lafayette game at the Garden next Thurs.-Thursday night in Little Hall, Teanac, New Jersey.

Commerce Hoosiers Edge Bergen Jr. College, 62-60
Just to prove to the Bergen Junior College fans that their 37-49 win over the Jerseys earlier in the season was no fluke, the Commerce Basketball team knocked off Coach Major's Big Blue by a score of 62-60 Tuesday night in Little Hall, Teanac, New Jersey.

Bad weather in the starting, quintet was sophomore Jerry Kitterink, foung off the board.

Coach Dave Polansky

Nimrods Nip Polytech; Aim at Cadets Tomorrow
By Sheldon Friedman
For the second time this season the City College rifle team has scored a 1200 in the 1500-yard course, this time by shooting a 1200 at the Metropolitan Rifle League match at the Metropolitan Rifle Range in Jersey City.

Sports Shorts
Frost hoopsters dropped their second game in as many days when they bowed to Seton Hall Tuesday night, 62-60, their first loss of the season.

Sports Talk Of Players And Courts
By Bernie Friedman
Anyone who has ever seen a Boston newspaper will undoubtedly agree that the worst New York daily toppers over the best Bean town papers are that considerably brainless saber. However, it looks like the Metropolitan sports scribe either missed out or suppressed a little news item carried on the sports pages of the Boston papers last week.

City clipped...